STANDARDS ACTIONS

PUBLIC REVIEW—CALL FOR COMMENTS

Constructive comments are invited for the following Public Review Drafts, which can be accessed on ASHRAE’s website at https://osr.ashrae.org. To obtain a paper copy of any Public Review Draft contact ASHRAE, Inc. Attn: Standards Public Review, 1791 Tullie Circle, NE, Atlanta, GA 30329-2305, or via email at: standards.section@ashrae.org. Paper copies are $35.00/copy if 100 pages or less and $45.00 if over 100 pages.

30-day Public Review from May 17, 2019 to June 16, 2019

  The committee received a change proposal to modify the title of the standard. After discussion in the Atlanta meeting in January 2019 the committee recommends that changing the word “for” in the title to the word “and” more accurately describes the current content of the standard because many requirements are not ventilation. Those requirements are for acceptable indoor air quality.

  Addendum ac limits the automated demand response (DR) requirements in Section 7 – Energy Efficiency, to only those regions where a demand response program is available. This addendum also includes a new definition – gross conditioned floor area – and excludes buildings with a gross conditioned floor area less than 5,000 ft2 (500 m2) from the DR requirements.

45-day Public Review from May 17, 2019 to July 1, 2019


Addendum ab adds external view requirements as a jurisdictional option in Section 8 – Indoor Environmental Quality. Where this option is selected, buildings are required to provide a view of the outdoors or an interior atrium from 50% of the floor area in offices, classrooms, and patient rooms.

PUBLIC REVIEW—CALL FOR COMMENTS

JOIN A LISTSERVE

Click on the link below to learn more about ASHRAE Standards Activities!

 <-> ASHRAE Standards Actions
 <-> SSPC 41 — Standard Methods for Measurement
 <-> SSPC 62.1 — Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality
 <-> SSPC 62.2 — Ventilation and Acceptable Indoor Air Quality in Low-Rise Residential Buildings
 <-> SSPC 90.1 — Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings
 <-> SSPC 90.2 — Energy Efficient Design of Low-Rise Residential Buildings
 <-> SSPC 90.4 — Energy Standard for Data Centers and Telecommunications Buildings
 <-> SSPC 161 — Air Quality within Commercial AirCraft
 <-> SSPC 188 — Legionellosis: Risk Management for Building Water Systems
 <-> SSPC 189.1 — Standard for the Design of High-Performance Green Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings
 <-> Code Interaction Subcommittee (CIS) Listserv